Contributing to a Knswledge Based Revolution

R Ramanan

ndia, over the cenfuries
has never had a dearth

of

great thinkers, sci entists,

India got left behind
in the Industrial
Revolution that swept
the world in the last
centut)). But India
does have a unique
opportunity to contribute
in the knowledge
based revolution that
is sweeping the world

their dreams into reality, and helped
them flower and blossom to their true
potential.

engineers, innovators,
philosophers. and artists. Indian intellectual
capabilities are second to none. Our

With over 1.3 billion+ people, 1.4
million+ schools, 10500+ engineering

philosophy, culture, fine arts, temples
and sculptures over thousands ofyears
also bear testimony to the same.

need to ensure that our youth can also

Whenever Indians go abroad
they excel. Many like Sundar Pichai,
Satya Nadella and other Indians are
leaders in some of the largest and most

innovative companies of the world
like Google, Microsoft , etc. Access
to an innovative ecosystem in these
developed countries has allowed then-r

to realize their aspirations. convert

related institutions, 150+ million youth

of India entering the work force, we
reaTize their true potential through
the creation of a vibrant ecosystem
of innovation and entrepreneurship in

this country.
Towards this end a strategic national

flagship initiative Atal Innovation
Mission (AIM) has been set up
under the auspices of the NITI Aayog
(National lnstitution for Transforn.ring
lndia).

today. That is why Atal
Innovation Mission
initiatives are so
important and need
to be embraced by all.
The children and
youth of our countrJ)
deserve

it

The author is the Mission Director of the Atal Innovation Mission (AIM).
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use hundreds of tools in a garage
to repair or lix a vehicle or even
experiment with new possibilities.
The very environment and atmosphere

in a garage makes you apply your
theoretical knowledge to practical
applications and innor ations.
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knowledge in the various llelds of
science, physics, clremistry, maths
triggers the spark ofcuriosity in a child
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to accluire more of such knowledge.

Practical knowledge, access
to tinkering rvith latest tools and
technologies ignites the imagination of
children as they learn to apply abstract
concepts learnt in the classrooru to

AIM's focus is to

ate and
promote a world class innovation
and cntrepreneurial ecosystem
tl'rroughout the length and breadth
of our country and to provicle such
an innovation ecosystem that will
also transfbrrr our job seekers to job
cre

The Atal Innovation Mission
has adopted a holistic framework to
achieve its objectives.

At the school level there is a
tremendous need for creation of
.

Finally a cultural shift in attitudes
towards entrepreneurship is needed.
a

risk averse

society. Education and arvareness
of the immense opportunities lor
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innovative

smarl cities identified in the country $'e
need to ensure world class Incubators
in all these smart cities.

We l.rave traditionally been

creators of the hrture.
:

in providing this supporl. With 100+

an

problem solving mindset in

entrepreneurial ventures is needed.
lncentivization ol relevant product
innovations with comr.nercial and social

impact through national challenges
are necessary. These r'vill trigger and
incentivize entrepreneurial thinking
and minimize the f'ear of risli taking.

the students of'the high schools. These

students are going to be the future of
our country and we need to ensure
that thousands of entrepreneurs and

innovators blossorn from our scl.rool
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real world solutions. trt triggers a
problem solving innovative mindset
in the school students. This is very
in.rportant tbr the children and youth
of our country.
Tlre lvorld is changing ata dizzyrng

pace. Revolutionary techrrological

advancements are transforming
the rvorld and gir irrg rise to tte\\
technologies and business innovations

at an exponential rate. Electronic
miniaturization has enabled

a

computer

the size of a roorn to fit in the size of

or-Lr

pockets. Convergence of computir.rg.

slorage and cornmunicatiotts

at

incredibly lower costs has enabled
new innovations like the iPhone
.

Robotics and arlificial intelligence are
driving next generation productivity

The word Tinkering is olten

and autourations. JD printers are

associated rvith a garage where you

enabling real time conceptualization,

educational systems.

At the university and industry
levels, there are a growing number

ol

startups thanks

to several

startup

initiatives in the country both from
the private sector as well as frorn the
go\ernment . But there is a growing
need for world class Incubators in
various institutions of the country to
fbster and nurture start-ups enabling
their success. Startups need vital
access to technology iabs, research
labs, mentoring networks, venture
capital, finance, hiring networks, etc
to succeed. Incubators would help
30
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design, prototypi ng and manufacturing.

IoT or the Internet of Things

are

connecting sensor technologies to
man, machine, devices, mobile and
satellite technologies in every industry
enabling precision agriculture, water
cleansing and conservation, climate
change controls, disaster prediction
and management, driverless cars and
advanced lransportation syslems.
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Big Data and Analytics, Artifical
Intelligence is enabling complex
data processing and decision making
through advanced easy-to-use tools.

All
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such tools and technologies are

available today and very affordable
too. Unless children in our schools
have access to these technologies
and get familiar with them, tinker
with them, experiment with them,

-*-*
be operational by end 2019. These
incubators

will provide the necessary

ecosystem ofaccess to technology labs,

design solutions with them, prototype

hiring, training, mentoring, finance,

them, test them, allowing unbridled
expression to their imagination and
creativity, they will be lefl far behind.
ll one can start creating innorative

venture capital networks and corporate
networks.

prototypes and solutions at the school
level one is also creating a mindset
to become potential job creators of
the future.

democrocy with over u billion

AIM

has already launched the

implementation

of 5441+ Atal

Tinkering Labs across 715 districts
of the country. These span both
government and private schools all

lndio is the world's lorgest

with eorh stute hoving
different issues ond problems
to solve both from on economi(
people,

growth us well os socielol needs

ll

perspe(tives.

is importont lo

expose the mognitude ond impoct

interventions are amazing to see.10'h
grade girl students from a government
school have been able to develop solar

these problems.

panel IoT device based irrigation
management and water conservation
solutions using soil sensors. Another
student liom one of these Tinkering
labs was a winner in a World Robotics
Ol_,-rnpiad b-v designing a Robotic
\\'aste segregation and management

The long term vision is to have
world class incubators in the Top l0

system.

Atal Challenges

Atal Incubators
The Atal Incubators initiative is to
create world class incubators to support
the burgeoning number of startups in
the country.

AIM has already launched 101
incubators to date all of which would
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impact of solving these problems.
There is, therefore, an urgent need
to incentivize relevant problem solving

innovations at local, regional and
national levels across the country

of these problems to the future
innovotors of the country so os
to enoble them to understund the
enormous positive impoct of solving

of which will become operational
in FYl819. The results of these

of the country so as to enable them
to understand the enormous positive

academic and engineering institutions
ofevery state and in every city identified
as a smart city for development.

India is the world's largest
democracy with over a billion people,

with each state having different issues

and problems

to solve both from

economic growth as well as societal
needs perspectives. lt is important to
expose the magnitude and impact of
these problems to the ltture innovators

at school, university and industry
1eve1s.

The

Atal Tinkering Challenges

at a school level, the Atal New India
Challenges at Industry levels, the
Atal Small Business Innovation and

Research challenges at a national
level will incentivize relevant problem
solving. 24 Atal New India Challenges

stimulating product innovations in five
sectors have been launched in areas
such as drinking water and sanitation,

urban housing and development,
climate smart agriculture, rail safety
and transportation which can have great
benefit for the country. In the recently
held Atal Tinkering Marathon over
35000+ students participated creating
6000+ innovations in five challenges

launched nationwide. The Top 100
innovations from these school students

are being considered for possible
conversion from prototlpes into market
ready products.

Co!laboration !s the Key

AIM is convinced that that none of
these initiatives are going to succeed

without proactive collaboration
with corporates, individual mentors,
specialists and professionals who want
to give back to society in some way and
31

be a part of the India in the making, Corporates and SMEs
can adoptAILs and coach the students into problem solving,

ideation, prototyping, triggering small innovations. Global
partnerships can enable sharing of best practices. NGOs and
multinational companies can collaborate on almost all these
initiatives. None of these initiatives will succeed witl.rout a
certain degree of selfless commitment and passion to the
cause of innovation and to the cause of bettennent of the
world we live in.

Collaboration will be key to the success of these
initiatives. AIM has, therefore, launched a Mentors of
Change - Mentor India Network across the country and
plans to extend it worldwide. Over 10000 mentors have

www.afeias.com
Ffee IAS Preparation
Free guidonce for IAS Exom by
Dr. Viioy Agrowol on his website

already registered as mentors of change, and many corporates

have adopted Atal Tinkering Labs.
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AIM's future initiatives ir.rclude establishment and
promotion of Small Business Innovation Research and
a national scale for accelerating inttovation
on a large scale in smal1 businesses/starlupsiMSME sector.
.A.IM rvould also collaborate in Science and Technology
Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Rejuvenatior.r (AIM STEER)
of innovations in major research institutions of the country

Development on

like Council of Scientific Industrial Research (CSIR), lndian
Council for Agricultural Research (ICAR) and Medical
Research (ICMR) aligned to r.rational socio-cconotnic
needs.

India got left behind in the Inclustrial Revolution that
swept the world in the last century. But india does have a
unique opportunity to contribute in tl,e knou'ledge based
revolution that is su,eeping the tvorlcl today. That is rvhy Atal
innovation Mission initiatives are so important and need to
be embraced by all. The children and youth ot our country
deserve it. We all need to collectively make it happen *
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Challengc ibr tr'*uttt

A National Challenge 1br \buth, "ideate fbr India - Creative
Solutions usir-rg Technologl"' rvas launched in New: Delhi
recently. The aim of this National Challenge is to give school
students across the cout-rtry a platfbrnl and oppofiunity Io become
solution creators for the problerns they see around ther-tl and
their communities.
"Ideate for India" rl,'iil emporver and enable these students to
transition from being 'users'oftechnology to become 'creatots'
of new indigenous technologies to solve local problems in their
community by re-imagining solutious to worh out critical local
issues

The National Chalienge is open to students of classes 6 I2 all across the country - a1l 29 States and 7 Union Territories
and aims to reach out to at least 1 million youtl] over the next
3 months. There are 11 core then-re at'eas ou which students can
share their ideas. The Challenge requires students to access

online videos and understand how to identiff problems and
share a 90 second video explaining the problem and their

Dr.

Viicy Agrowol's
book

"IIowto
Beeome
an ll\s" ,m
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A must readtor alllAg aa?irantg

Avqilqble ot qll leoding bookslores

proposed solution.
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